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Pile high the hick-o-ry and the light_
Log of chest-nut

struck by the blight_
Welcome in the winter night_
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Pile high the hick-ory and the light Log of chest-nut

struck by the blight... Welcome in...
The winter night.

The winter night,

The day has gone in

hewing and falling,

Sawing and drawing
wood to the dwelling  For the night of talk and story

The day has gone in hewing and felling,
telling.

For Perusal Only
Saw-ing and draw-ing wood to the dwell-ing Pile high the hick-o-ry

and (and) the light (wel-come) in

For Perusal Only
"rit.  \( \frac{ff}{\text{A little slower}} \)"

the winter night. These are the hours

that give the edge To the blunt-ed axe and the bent
wedge, Straighten the saw and

rall. sl

lighten the sledge, Here are question

rall. sl

Slower

For Perusal Only
and reply, and fire reflected in the thinking

eye. So peace, and let the bobcat cry.
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Tempo primo (q. = n4 = 126)

Pile high the hick-o-ry and the light
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rit.}
Log of chestnut struck by the blight. Welcome in the winter night.
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